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Dr. Tamotia Honorary Dean cum Director General BCCM & Vice Chairman Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
Bhubaneswar is known for his indomitable leadership, courage foresight and his successful strategies
that have brought about a positive change in not just the companies he headed both PSU & Private but
also ushered in great optimism in the Industrial sector of Orissa as a whole. He has been pioneer in
giving Orissa its Industrial platform and making it a National pride not only for the Aluminium Sector but
the Industry as a whole. In 1998 Chief Minister of Odisha appreciated his contribution to the
Industrial Growth of Odisha. He played a leading role in the commissioning of the Kudremukh project
within time and budget - a rare combination of success in public sector enterprises during Eighties.
Recognized among the country's top project managers. Dr. Tamotia has worked with several government/
public sector companies. He has made significant contribution to the NALCO, as Director (Project &
Technology), Director (Finance), Director
(Production) and finally as CMD. Under his able
leadership, NALCO improved on productivity, quality, R&D, project management and more
importantly, doubled the profits every year. This was possible with his innovative approach and
blending the culture of private & govt. organization. He succeeded in his endeavour by doing
things differently and innovatively. His leadership in leading NALCO was also appreciated by
Prime Minister of India.Dr. Tamotia a corporate leader par excellence repeated this performance in
INDAL with the highest ever top line and bottom line growth and more than tripled the profits
during his tenure.
Over the years, Dr. Tamotia has received numerous national level awards for professional and business
excellence including National Metallurgist Merit Award and HZL Gold Medal for life time
achievement from Govt. of India. Dr. Tamotia is popular, meritorious, wise, just and supporter of his
employees. He is honest, duty conscious, without envy and capable. He is rich in knowledge, upholder of
the rights & self-controlled. He is trustful, grateful, impartial and devoted to the welfare of the people.

I seek your support to provide me the opportunity to serve NHRDN in this journey, and look forward to
working with you.

